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Abstract: Proposed system come with an idea of automatically generate presentation slides from textual data. The slides mostly incorporate of only the important points related to the topic. There are various tools and systems are available in the market which only address with formatting of the slides but not the content. But it having performance issues regarding of sentence extraction, so this paper proposes an idea of automatically ppt generation from text. This will finally help in reducing a great amount of the presenter’s time and efforts. The intended system works on NLP rules to classify data for the desired slides.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This Software Requirements Specification furnishes a complete description of all the functions and restraints of the “Automatic PPT slide generation system for the given document using NLP features and Fuzzy logic”. The document describes the issues regarding to the system and what actions are to be performed by the development team in order to arise with a better solution. The basic idea of Automatic PPT generation system comes from the fact that due to high increase of the digital data, in depth study of the same always takes more time than of estimation. So it is a hard task to gather proper points to generate PPT slides .so proposed system put forwards an idea of Automatic PPT generation system using feature extraction by applying strong NLP protocols and then these features are classified by using fuzzy logic to get the best PPT slide points out of the given document.

Pre-processing:
Pre-processing reduces overhead and increases processing speed. It consist of removal of stop words, stemming and tokenization.

Feature Extraction:
In this stage important features are extracted by the following means.
It includes numerical data, term weight, proper noun and sentence to sentence similarity.

Fuzzy logic:
Classification is done into 5 types: Very low-0 Low Medium High Very high-1 Generated scores of the sentences are checked according to the above classification. A score is termed as Very low if it has a score 0 and is termed as Very high if it has a score 1. Hence if the score is 0, the sentence is less important and if the score is 1 then the sentence is important. Thus, importance of a sentence can be obtained.

This paper dedicates section II for related work and section III for narration of implementing idea. Section IV evaluates the performance of our system and finally section V concludes this paper with feature extension possibilities.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

1. Automatic Slide Generation Based on Discourse structure analysis:
In this slides, there are itemizing topic/non topic parts that are taken from the text based on syntactic/case analysis. The items are identifying by controlled according to the discourse structure and this is detected by cue phrases, identification of word chain and similarity between two sentences.
In Figure 2.1, an example of a text is shown and in Figure 2.2 an example slide that is generated from the text is shown (the translated slide is shown in Figure 2.3).

Fig 2.1 An example of a text

Fig 2.2 An example of a slide

Fig 2.3 An example of a slide (in English)

2. A Review on Feature Selection and Feature Extraction for Text Classification:

The problem of high dimensionality of feature space is text classification. This problem is solved by feature selection and feature extraction methods and improves the performance of text categorization.

3. Feature-Based Sentence Extraction Using Fuzzy Inference rules:

This paper shows the automatic text summarization by sentence extraction. Extraction is the identification of important features done by summarization. For extract the sentences used important features based on fuzzy logic. In this experiment, they used 30 test documents in DUC2002 data set. Each document is made by preprocessing process. They calculate their score for each sentence using 8 important features. They introduce a method using fuzzy logic for sentence extraction.

4. Slides Gen: Automatic Generation of Presentation Slides for a Technical Paper Using Summarization:

In this paper, documents is LATEX form which is rich in structural and semantic information. They used them as input to their system. These documents are converted to XML format. Then, this XML file is parsed and information is extracted. To generate slides used query specific extractive Summarizer.

The irrelevant features from the text documents are removed feature selection and feature extraction techniques and decrease the dimensionality of feature space.

In Fig 3 flow of text classification includes four steps: document preprocessing, feature selection, feature extraction and text classification.
5. PPSGen: Learning-Based Presentation Slides Generation for Academic Papers:

In this paper regression method used to learn the importance scores of the sentences in an academic paper and to generate well-structured slides by selecting and aligning key phrases and sentences using integer linear programming (ILP). Results of test set of 200 pairs of papers and slides collected on the web demonstrate. This is their proposed PPSGen system can generate slides with better quality. In stemming handle a word is conveyed to its base frame. By doing this overhead is lessened and exactness is expanded. e.g.: Engineering will be lessened to engine Tokenization. It this procedure words are trimmed, spaces are expelled, tokens are created and are then placed in an cluster. For survey work by S. L. Bangare et al was also studied in relation to study few image processing techniques [6] [7] [8].

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

It has dependably been a think about how introduction slides are produced consequently from content. Many existing frameworks are yielding low semantics. Proposed framework takes a shot at NLP principles to characterize the information for coveted slides. At the point when content is given as contribution to the framework it experiences the accompanying stages before creating introduction slides.

Proposed System implements phase based approach for automated slide generation **Phase 1: Input to system:** PDF, DOC file is been given as input to system and complete data is been retrieved in string format. **Phase 2: Pre-processing:** Input String data is been sent to preprocess phase for data cleansing and Data filtration process this process consist of three sub process. Data cleansing stop word and special symbol removal. Data alteration i.e stemming brings all terms to base form. Stop words are those words, which when expelled won’t modify the coveted importance of the sentence. Consequently stop words are evacuated with a specific end goal to expand the handling speed. Copy words are recognized and expelled from the sentence. **Phase 3: Feature Data Extraction:** feature data is vital data

- **Numerical information** The sentence that holds numerical information is critical and it is most presumably incorporated into the archive synopsis. The numerical score of each sentence is figured. This score is acquired by ascertaining the number of numbers happening in a sentence. Contingent upon the score it is chosen whether to incorporate the sentence or not . **Term weight** It is the recurrence of the term rates inside a record which has been utilized for computing the rank of the sentence. The score of a sentence can be proposed as the whole of the score of words in the sentence. Term weight is the quantity of times a specific word has happened in a sentence. **Sentence to Sentence similarity** This feature finds the similarity between sentences. For each sentence S, the similarity between S and other sentence sis computed by the cosine similarity measure with a value resulting between 0 and 1.

**Fuzzy Classification:** classification theory that divides data into five parts.

- **Very low-0**
- **Low**
- **Medium**
- **High**
- **Very high-1**
Produced scores of the sentences are checked by the above grouping. A score is named as Very low in the event that it has a score 0 and is named as Very high on the off chance that it has a score 1. Consequently if the score is 0, the sentence is less imperative and if the score is 1 then the sentence is critical. Accordingly significance of a sentence can be acquired. **Fuzzy inference engine** It is utilized to remove adjust conclusions from estimated information. Tenets are composed to recognize titles for each slide. **Fuzzy If Then** or Fuzzy restrictive proclamations are articulations of the shape "If A Then B", where A and B are names of fluffy sets portrayed by proper enrollment capacities. The created scores are checked with the if-then condition. If the score is high then the sentence is vital. In the event that the score is low then the sentence is not critical.

**Algorithm to Pre-processing**

Step 0: Start
Step 1: Get contents of Query
Step 2: split in Words
Step 3: Remove Special Symbols
Step 4: Identify Stopwords
Step 5: Remove Stopwords
Step 6: Identify Stemming Substring
Step 7: Replace Substring to desire String
Step 8: Concatenate Strings
Step 9: Preprocessed String
Step 10: Stop

**Algorithm to find top words**

Step 0: Start
Step 1: Read string
Step 2: divide string into words on space and store in a vector V
Step 3: Identify the duplicate words in the vector and remove them
Step 4: for i=0 to N (Where N is length of V)
Step 5: for i word of N check for its frequency
Step 6: Add frequency in List Called L
Step 7: end of for
Step 8: return L
Step 9: stop

**Algorithm to find noun**

Step 0: Start
Step 1: Read string
Step 2: divide string into words on space and store in a vector V
Step 3: Identify the duplicate words in the vector and remove them
Step 4: for i=0 to N (Where N is length of V)
Step 5: for i word of N check for its occurrence in Dictionary
Step 6: if present then return true
Step 7: else return false
Step 8: stop

The proposed model is created on java based windows machines which utilizes Netbeans as IDE. For the analyses and assessment proposed framework utilizes distinctive elements to make PPT for the given content by utilizing improved characteristic dialect preparing (NLP) which is been controlled with fluffy rationale. Created framework is put under sledge in numerous situations to demonstrate its validness and precision in producing PPT’s in beneath tests. We tested our proposed framework more than 10 times for various information content records. For estimation of the exactness we utilized MRR as the best measuring strategy, where from the outcomes we separated the best one and relegates a rank as indicated by its execution out of 5 that will be in the end a conclusion. The positions are allocated as 1,1/2, 1,3,1/4, 1/5 and 0 as per the conclusions and after that they are naming as Reciprocal Rank (RR). The mean complementary rank (MRR) can be given as the mean rank over number of Runs.

\[
MRR = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} 1/Rank_i}{N} \quad \ldots \ldots \ldots (1)
\]

We performed try different things with various info content documents for producing the PPT and rate the supposition allotting positions out of 5 for 10 number of runs, Which gives MRR as recorded in the beneath table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SR No</th>
<th>MRR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEAN</td>
<td>0.847</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The above figure 2 gives the normal MRR of 0.847 for various number of keeps running for the information content documents. This outcome can be say great in our first endeavour of PPT Generation utilizing NLP rules.
IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE

The Very much organized slides are created. Moderator's chance and endeavors are spared as it were. Slides will incorporate imperative key expressions and sentences identified with them. It is a tedious job to create presentation slides.

Thus our system will save a huge amount of the user’s time and efforts. Presentation slides are generated in an efficient and quicker way after using the above methods. The system can be enhanced to work on all cross platforms whereas the Microsoft Word templates are self-contained.
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